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Abstract. In this paper, a systematic comparative analysis of laserbased tracking methods, at feet and upper-body height, is performed.
To this end, we created a well defined dataset, including challenging but
realistic person movement trajectories, appearing in public operational
environments, recorded with multiple laser range finders. In order to
evaluate and compare the tracking results, we applied and adapted a
performance metric, known from the Computer Vision area. The dataset
in combination with this performance metric enables us to perform systematic and repeatable experiments for benchmarking laser-based person
trackers.
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Introduction

Detecting and tracking persons with laser range finders is a common method in
the field of intelligent service robotics. On a robotic platform, the laser range
finder is often placed at feet height (≈ 20cm above ground), to safely navigate
around other objects. Additionally, this configuration is also used for person
tracking. Another possible configuration is the positioning at upper-body height
(≈ 110cm above ground). This may produce better tracking results. Yet, this
is not evaluated, since most common robotic platforms do not have laser range
finders at upper-body height. Other research groups focus on people tracking
with multiple laser range finders. Multiple lasers can be used for surveillance of
large public areas, e.g. airports and for passenger traffic flow control. In such
a scenario, a comparison of the tracking quality between feet and upper-body
height was not performed. In this paper, we address this comparison.
We compare two state of the art algorithms for person tracking with multiple
laser range finders at feet and upper-body height. The algorithms are evaluated
in several experiments, using a representative generic dataset. A novel quality
metric is used in order to compare alternative tracking algorithms for person
?
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tracking using laser range finders. The results can be used for selecting a suitable
algorithm for a designated operational environment.
The scenario we focus on, is the surveillance of an airport. The tracking of
people is achieved by cameras, but we additionally use the laser range finders to
extract a global movement model and a prediction graph between all cameras.
Such a graph is important, since the cameras do not overlap, and a global tracking needs additional information for correct interpolation of trajectory pieces,
between different cameras.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We present the state of
the art for tracking persons with laser range finders at feet and upper-body height
in Section 2. The most promising and real-time capable tracking algorithms are
also described in this section in more detail. These trackers were then used in our
experiments (Section 3). Additionally, we present the experimental setting, our
test framework, and the experiments including a detailed comparison between
the two setups. We complete with a conclusion and a perspective on further
work.

2

Tracker

Laser range finders have been widely used for people tracking. Most applications on mobile robotic platforms use one finder at feet height [2, 11, 13, 17].
Also static installations at feet height were used in research [1]. An elaborated
detection mechanism on feet height, which could be used with a generic tracking
mechanism, was presented in Arras et al. [3]. Shao et al. [14] utilized a multiperson tracking mechanism using multiple stationary laser range finders at feet
height in combination with a sophisticated motion model.
Only little research was conducted on upper-body height. In [6] and [9],
hybrid mechanisms for tracking people at feet height and upper-body height
were developed for a mobile robot. In [10], multiple static laser range finders
were utilized to predict the movements of people in a public area. Glas et al. [8]
also employs multiple static laser range finders at upper-body height, in order
to track people and improve self localization of mobile robots.
The usage of scans at multiple heights was also investigated in [12, 15]. The
evaluation of these novel methods may lead to promising results in further work.
For comparison, we have chosen the feet tracker of Shao [14], since it can be
implemented with real time capabilities and proves good results. Additionally
the use of a background model simplifies the detection of people. The tracking
mechanism presented by Glas et al. [8] also provides a good tracking performance. We use a similar, but simpler, real-time multi person tracker for the
laser range finders at upper-body height.
In order to track people in laser range data, several tasks need to be addressed. At first, an adequate preprocessing of the data is needed. Afterwards,
the tracking itself can be performed. Both tasks are now shortly described.
In the preprocessing, all laser range finders are aligned in a global coordinate
system. This way, the range scans from all laser finders can be transformed into
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a global set of points. In the next step, we perform a histogram-based background subtraction. This enables us to extract all points referring to dynamic
objects. Solely, those points are used to track the people. Afterwards, a mean
shift clustering, similar to the work in [7] (which is also used in [14]), is applied,
in order to segment the point clouds into clusters. Those clusters are used to
detect people afterwards.
Under the assumption, that people’s movement is Markovian, both tracking
methods apply multiple particle filters for estimating the current state of all
people. A simple particle filter, as described in [16], is used in both tracking
methods.
2.1

Feet Tracker

The used feet tracker follows the implementation of [14]. Every person is tracked
by an individual particle filter. In order to initialize a filter, a person needs to be
detected. This is done by spatio-temporal analysis of the clusters obtained by the
mean shift algorithm. When a foot is pivoting around the other one, a certain
sequence can be observed in the clustered points, which can be seen in Figure 1.
At first, every foot has its own cluster of points. After the distance of the moving

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1. Merging and splitting of the clusters belonging to the feet of a person. The
person is walking from right to left, while the right foot is standing and the left one is
passing by. In (a), both feet have their own cluster. In (b) and (c), both feet are close
enough to cause their scan points to be merged into one cluster. In (d), the left foot
reached a distance high enough from the right foot, so that the big cluster is split up
into two clusters again.

foot to the standing foot falls below a certain threshold, the points of both feet
are merged into one cluster. If the moving foot departs from the standing foot
afterwards, the big cluster is split up into two clusters again. Therefore, a person
walking one step can be detected at two specific time frames. In order to detect a
splitup or a merge, it is sufficient to analyze the overlapping areas of the clusters
in two adjacent time frames. After such a sequence is found, a particle filter can
be initialized at this position, in order to track the newly detected person.

The state zt of one persons movement consists of eight parameters: xlt , ytl
and (xrt , ytr ) are the positions of the left and right feet, st is the walking stride,
Tt the walking period, αt the walking direction and γt the walking phase.
The walking model implements a periodic function and is described in Equation 1 and 2, where δ is the duration between the last and the current time step.
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Further details and the derivation can be found in [14].
if (mod (γt , 2π) > π)
ml = st |cos (γt ) − cos (γt−1 )|
mr = 0
else
ml = 0
mr = st |cos (γt ) − cos (γt−1 )|
end

(1)
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The observation model takes the scan points directly into account. If Z =
 (j)
x , y (j) |j = 1, ..., N are the observed foreground points, the weight of a sample can be updated with Equation 3–7. For further details, please refer to [14].
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When two persons are walking in a close proximity, particle filters can switch
to people already being tracked. Therefore, a repelling term between the filters
is included to avoid hijacking. This ensures, that one person is only tracked by
a single particle filter.
2.2

Upper-Body Tracker

For the upper-body tracker we utilize a more common approach, similar to [8].
Every person is tracked by an individual particle filter. The detection of a person is done by evaluating the size of a scan point cluster, using its eigenvalues.
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A threshold for the biggest eigenvalue describes the minimal human body size.
The upper boundary of the cluster sizes is given by the mean shift algorithm
and does not need to be evaluated. In order to track the corresponding person,
a particle filter is initialized at the cluster position. A more comprehensive detection method could also be applied, but due to the background subtraction,
this simple approach is sufficient.
The state zt of a person consists of four parameters. (xt , yt ) is the position of
the person, αt the movement direction and vt the velocity along this direction.
The motion model implements a simple linear movement, as shown in Equation 8,
where δ is the duration between the last and the current time step.
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 yt 
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 · δ · vt−1
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(8)
 ϑt  = zt−1 + 

0
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0
The observation model for
 the upper-body tracker also takes the scan points
directly into account. If Z = x(j) , y (j) |j = 1, ..., N are the observed foreground
points, the weight of a sample can be updated with Equation 9.
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To prevent a particle filter to focus on a person already tracked by another
one, only points in its proximity are used in the weight update. The proximity
is evaluated by Voronoi clustering (see [18]).
Both tracking methods proved to have real-time capabilities and were used
to obtain the results described in the next section.

3

Experiments

In the previous section, we introduced the selected algorithms for tracking persons with laser range finders at feet and upper-body height. Here, we compare
them in several categories, including different walking speed, linear and nonlinear trajectories, speed and direction changes, multiple persons, and accessories
carried by people.
3.1

Experimental Setup

The experiments were conducted in a room, measuring 5.5 × 11m. The test
persons followed specified lines on the floor. Four laser range finders were used.
Two were installed at feet height (20cm) and two at upper-body height (110cm),
standing at the same position. They were placed 2m left and right to the center
of the trajectory. Another alternative configuration with all laser range finders
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(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Fig. 2. Specified test trajectories. (a,h,i) Straight line, (b) Curve, (c) Circle, (d) Corner,
(e) Join, (f) Cross, (g) Evading – for one (continuous line), two (dashed lines), three
(dotted lines) and five persons (triangles on dotted lines). The positions of the laser
range finders are marked as filled circles: (a-g,i) normal setup with laser range finders
on opposite sides, (h) alternative setup with laser range finders on the same side.

installed on one side of the room was evaluated. But since no different results
were obtained, we do not describe this subaspect in more detail. Seven kinds of
trajectories were included in the experiments: Straight line, curve, circle, corner,
join, cross and evading. Figure 2 shows all specified trajectories. The used laser
range finder is LMS151 from SICK. It scans 270◦ with a 0.5◦ resolution at 50Hz.
Small people or children are not harmed by the laser at upper-body height, since
it is eye safe.
In the following, we describe the experiments in detail. Each experiment was
based on typical situations, observed at airports. The result of one test run is
shown in Figure 3.
In experiment 1 ”Speed”, the person walked with three different speeds (slow,
normal, fast) on a straight line (Figure 2a). For each speed, three different persons were recorded three times, resulting in nine trajectories (for all following
experiments also nine trajectories were extracted).
Experiment 2 ”Non-linear trajectories” examined the tracker for a single
person walking on curves. Experiments included a curve (Figure 2b), a circle
(Figure 2c) and evading (Figure 2g). This tested the ability of the algorithms to
track non-linear movements.
In experiment 3 ”Change of direction and speed”, sudden changes of the
walking direction or speed were evaluated. The direction change was emulated
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Fig. 3. Single exemplary tracking result of trajectory (b).

by a single person walking on trajectory (d) of Figure 2. The speed changed
when the person stopped at the middle of the trajectory (a), waited some time
and moved on. In a third test, the persons were additionally asked to stop and
turn around in order to look behind. This experiment addressed the ability to
track persons with non-linear movements.
Experiment 4 ”Multiple persons” examined the tracking precision with a increasing number of people. In the case of multiple persons in the scene, occlusions
appeared more often. The tracker had to cope with only partly visible and fully
occluded persons. Trajectories (a,b,d) from Figure 2 were used for two and three
persons and trajectory (i) for five persons.
In experiment 5 ”ID switch”, the ability to differentiate trajectories of persons, walking close to each other, was evaluated. Two cases were considered: In
the first case, the trajectories of the two persons drew near but did not cross (Figure 2e). In the second case the trajectories intersected (Figure 2f). The tracker
needed to follow the two persons without switching the IDs.
Experiment 6 ”Accessories” tested the influence of accessories to the tracking
result. The following situations were considered: persons carrying and pulling
suitcases, pushing a baggage cart, carrying large items in front of the body,
using a cane and wearing a shoulder bag or a long skirt. For this experiment, we
used trajectory (a) from Figure 2.
3.2

Precision Measure

In order to evaluate the tracking results, we adapt the multi object tracking
precision (MOTP), a widely used measure in computer vision. The original approach uses the overlap between the bounding boxes of the tracker’s hypothesis
and the ground truth bounding boxes of the objects of interest, e.g. persons, in
every frame. Details can be found in [4, 5].
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In the following, we present our adapted version for laser-based tracking.
In contradiction to the bounding box in computer vision, the tracked object is
represented by a point, when using laser range finders. Therefore, we can not
utilize the overlap with the ground truth. Instead, we use the distance. The
matching value (m) should be 1, if the distance is smaller than a threshold
(similar to a minimum overlap), and between 0 and 1 otherwise. We defined the
following matching term:
m = min(1,

h
),
d3

(10)

where d is the distance to the ground-truth in meters, and h is a threshold.
We use h = 0.008 which values a hypothesis correct, if d ≤ 20 cm.
The remaining calculations are inherited from the original MOTP: First,
every trajectory of the tracker (T) has to be matched to the best suitable ground
truth trajectory (G). Every trajectory T can only be matched to one trajectory
G and vice versa. If the amount of trajectories T is smaller than the the amount
of trajectories G, virtual trajectories T are added with a matching term of m =
0. Unmatched trajectories T also get a matching term of m = 0. With this
combinatoric problem solved, the MOTP can be calculated as
PF
M OT P = PF

i=1

PNiG

j=1

mij

T
G
i=1 max(Ni , Ni )

,

(11)

where F is the number of frames, mij is the matching value between ground
truth trajectory j and its belonging trajectory T in frame i (Equation 10). NiT
and NiG are the number of trajectories T and trajectories G in frame i.
In Figure 4, we show exemplary trajectories and their MOTP. The measure
with the recommended threshold gives a very intuitive interpretation of the
result. If the tracking result is very similar to the ground truth, the MOTP is

(a) MOTP = 0.45

(b) MOTP = 0.50
(c) MOTP = 0.94

(d) MOTP = 0.63

(e) MOTP = 1.00

Fig. 4. Spatial plot of example trajectories in topview. Continuous lines represent the
calculated trajectories and dashed lines represent the ground truth. Corresponding
MOTP are shown below the plots.
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1.0 (Figure 4e). One particle filter tracking two persons results in a MOTP near
0.5 (Figure 4a). Similar, two particle filters tracking a single person, also results
in a MOTP near 0.5 (Figure 4b), and three filters tracking two persons result
in a MOTP near 23 (Figure 4d). The MOTP decreases whenever gaps in the
trajectories are present or the trajectory is too far away from the ground truth
(Figure 4c). When a particle filter, belonging to person A, switches to another
person B, it has a high distance to its original ground truth. This ID-switch is
penalized, since the high distance of person B to the ground truth of A results
in a low MOTP.

3.3

Results Feet Tracker

Table 1–3, 5 and 6 show, that despite the difficult setups, the feet tracker has
achieved good results. In contrast, high initial speeds of people can cause the feet
tracker to fail, as shown in Table 1. While running, the movement of people’s
feet differs, compared to normal walking. The motion model of the feet tracker
is not designed to track those running movements and therefore fails tracking.
Movements of one or two persons pose no problem. Three or five people
walking in close proximity to each other, are resulting in erroneous tracking.
This can be ascribed to the initialization of the particle filters. Particle filters,
for people entering the scene, are not initialized immediately. As described in
Section 2.1, detections are only triggered at specific time frames. Therefore,
particle filters for multiple persons, entering the scene at the same time, are
not initialized at the same moment. Persons not being tracked by a particle
filter, disturb nearby particle filters. Occlusions can also prevent the tracking
mechanism from detecting a person for a longer period of time. This can cause
identity switches and tracking errors as shown in Table 4.
Moving objects, other than the feet, also disturb the tracking mechanism.
The suitcase and the baggage cart, mentioned in Table 6, cause scan points in
the proximity of the tracked person. Therefore, the corresponding particle filter
is often hijacked, or fails to estimate the movement parameters. This leads to
bad tracking results.

3.4

Results Upper-Body Tracker

The upper-body tracker achieves very good results in nearly every experiment.
But multiple people walking in close proximity to each other can cause the
tracker to fail. This is shown in Table 4. The failures are caused by occlusions
and identity switches: If a person is occluded for some time, its particle filter
is often hijacked by a nearby person. As shown in Table 6, a baggage cart can
disturb the tracking mechanism, too. The cart is detected by the laser range
finders at upper-body height and causes a second particle filter to be initialized.
Therefore, the baggage cart, and the person pushing it, are tracked, which results
in a bad assessment of the tracker in such a case.
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Table 1. Experiment 1
”Speed”
Scene
slow
normal
fast
Avg.

FT
1.0
0.84
0.50
0.78

UBT
1.0
1.0
0.88
0.96

Table 4. Experiment 4
”Multiple persons”
Scene
1 pers.
2 pers.
3 pers.
5 pers.
Avg.

FT
0.84
0.85
0.57
0.53
0.70

UBT
1.0
0.90
0.91
0.66
0.87

Table 2. Experiment 2
”Non-linear trajectories”
Scene
curve
circle
evading
Avg.

FT
0.83
0.78
0.97
0.86

UBT
1.0
0.99
0.95
0.98

Table 3. Experiment 3
”Change of direction and
speed”
Scene
corner
stop
turn
Avg.

FT
0.83
0.81
0.84
0.83

UBT
0.89
0.91
0.90
0.90

Table 6. Experiment 6
”Accessories”
Table 5. Experiment 5
”ID switch”
Scene
join
cross
Avg.

FT
0.81
0.81
0.81

UBT
0.87
0.97
0.92

Scene
carry case
pull case
carrying
bag
skirt
cane
cart
Avg.

FT
0.78
0.32
0.86
0.86
0.86
0.88
0.45
0.72

UBT
0.96
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.95
1.0
0.69
0.94

The results are obtained by using the MOTP metric (see Section 3.2). FT is referring
to the results of the feet tracker, while UBT refers to the upper-body tracker.

3.5

Comparison and Discussion

Both tracking methods performed well, but in nearly every experiment, the
upper-body tracker achieved better results. It needs to be mentioned, that the
experiments focused on difficult situations, which are not occurring in real applications frequently. Therefore, the results presented in [14] are plausible, despite
of the results their tracking method achieved in our experiments.
The main difference between both tracking methods is the motion model.
The feet tracker implements a motion model, dedicated for walking movements
of human feet, with eight parameters. The upper-body tracker uses a simpler
linear motion model with four parameters. Therefore, it is more difficult for the
feet tracker to estimate the correct motion parameters, since a larger parameter
space has to be covered. Hence, the feet model is more likely to fail in case
of disturbances, like occlusions in combination with other nearby objects, or
changes in movement. This seems to be the main cause for the slightly better
performance of the upper-body tracker.
Different movement speeds only affect the feet tracker. As shown in Table 1,
the specialized motion model of the feet tracker is only able to describe regular
walking movements, which are not present in the recordings of fast speed. A
running movement differs from the regular and causes failures in tracking.
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As Table 2 and 3 show, non-linearities and changes in movement do not pose
a problem for both tracking methods. The use of particle filters implements a
certain random element compensating for these variations in movement.
Since a certain sequence of observations is required to trigger a detection
within the feet tracker, particle filters can only be initialized at specific time
frames. The upper-body tracker can detect a person at every time step, as long
as no occlusions are present. Therefore, every person entering the scene is tracked
immediately by the upper-body tracker and does not influence other particle
filters. Thus, the feet tracker mainly fails in tracking multiple people, due to
unfavorable conditions during initialization. The upper-body tracker primarily
fails in tracking multiple people, due to identity switches, caused by occlusions.
This leads to the results, shown in Table 4.
As Table 5 proves, both tracking mechanisms do not switch their targets
in experiment 5. Nevertheless, identity switches may happen in more complex
situations, as described in the previous paragraph.
Both tracking methods show problems with objects near the tracked persons
(see Table 6). The baggage cart in experiment 6 causes scan points on both
heights. It hijacks the particle filter at feet height, or causes false detections
on the upper-body height. However, objects in close proximity to the person at
upper-body height did not cause any problems, since their scan points where
joined into the cluster of the person. Most accessories, like suitcases, are only
visible at feet height. Therefore, they do not influence the upper-body tracker.
The upper-body tracker benefits from a simpler movement model and less
disturbances, caused by non human objects. The feet tracker profits from less
occlusions, due to the geometry of people. Another advantage of the feet tracker
is the simpler installation, since no tripod or stand is required.

4

Conclusion

For the first time, a qualitative and quantitative comparison of two laser-based
tracking methods was performed and their flaws and advantages were discussed
in detail. In order to ensure a fair comparison, we recorded a huge dataset of
laser range scans at feet and upper-body height. With a total of 55 minutes of
scandata, containing 696 single recordings with more than one thousand individual person movement trajectories, we obtained more than 650 000 single laser
range scans. The MOTP metric was adapted, in order to evaluate laser-based
tracking results. The dataset in combination with the new metric provides a
benchmarking framework, which can be used for choosing a suitable tracking
mechanism for a designated operational environment.
In our scenario, the surveillance of an airport, the upper-body tracker is
in advantage, since accessories like suitcases and skirts do not influence the
tracking. However, a combination of scans at upper-body and feet height, like in
[6, 9], might improve the detection and tracking of people.
In our future work, we intend to offer an extended version of the dataset
in combination with an evaluation framework, utilizing the introduced metric.
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Thus, we enable other research groups to benchmark their tracking methods for
comparison. The extended dataset will include more setups, in order to widen
the scope, beyond regular movements and airport scenarios. Furthermore, other
tracking methods and the influence of their parameters will be evaluated.
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